
11/t2/93 Jeff Prugh, editorial 
Los Angeles mimes 
20000 Prairie St., 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 

dear Jeff, 

Kwitny's is the best rNiee bg far I've seen in Posner's book, although I disagree 

with what lie eys about /by and harcello aed:r know sm is wrong. But it is by far 

the cost percetive and 1 intend to quote a few grafs. e*I need the "I:imes' permission? 

If so, to whom do 1 write? If you are in touch with Kwitny, please convey my respect and 

adritiration for seeing and saying what so far as ' knee not a single other one has. 

To refer to Livingstone's stuff as shit? is to infect tgipts. I've started to 
arcA t 

write a full answer for the historical record. Ho way of as#up with a first print 

of 50,000e But as two examples (I have the book and yours is the sixth set of xerowes of 

whatis index, shows, but even that is loust.)tiost if not much is not in it, and not just 
about ee. Eany, "any people. 

I was never in esywar, in OSS or aeywhere, and I got not a bit of tileining of any 

kind from the USS. They asked the army for me because 1  needed no training to be an 

alialyst and a writer. I was also used as a troubleshooter (boast, boast) when others 

had failed, but nort wee spooking. I even cleaned up on py first job actor the quite 

good lawyere in the OSS failed. it. brave crew had been fumed by the MPs, all appeals were 

elthauetee, curl Donovan hed that job eating for me when may security was cleared. Six 

weeks later those men, of what lies known as "The Paris Cai-se," not after the city but a 

after the sergeant in charge, were free. Gave me quite a rep and that leg to other 

jobs, including from counterinelligence for the white House. AV. lies and knows he lies about Hunt. The truth is thtt garrison's chief investi-
gator, louis Lein, asked me to take a manuscript copy of the fake French spook book, 

Farewell emerica, to ;Jun-L. Paul RothermSt;, his Chief of security then, told me a ticket 

-euld await MB at the airport, a ride at the statue of the Texas ranger at love field, and love field,  
a hotel room. I accepte6 the ticket, but that wae not money to me. Ion would have paid 

for it. And aside from a single, or perhaps two, Scotches and water from his former chief 

of security, Livingstone's lying, source, I got nothing else. 	othot tickets even. The 

hunt sons fttred Rothermel and others as ordinary thieves and they seek vengeance, with 

btarry the perfect dope for it. 
Very helpful, thanks, If yo46ee anything on the anniversary, and 	bAleep for 

thehosts, be glail to have it to dad and for the historical record. 
Best from us both, 
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